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Book Reviews
Accorsi, William. Friendship's First Thanksgiving.
ISBN 0-8234-0963-5. $14.95. 30 pp.

B

K-4

FI

PB

Holiday House, 1993.

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Friendship, a dog, come over on the Mayflower with his master.
Friendship tells the story of the Pilgrims' landing, settlement, and the first
Thanksgiving. During the building of the Pilgrims' first houses, Friendship
"look[s] after the youngest children and watche[s] out for Indians and wild
animals." After the first hard winter, Squanto and his friends come to teach the
men how to get along in their new land. They often bring their dog, Caniscoot.
When autumn came, we harvested our crops and gave thanks to the Lord
for his blessings and to our Indian friends for their help. We invited the
Indians to a Thanksgiving feast.
At the three-day feast, Friendship and Caniscoot become good friends, and "at
the next Thanksgiving, Friendship and Caniscoot ~rought their six puppies. "
The folk art illustrations complement this telling of the first Thanksgiving,
and Accorsi imparts a lot of information from the viewpoint of a dog. Notes at
the end explain that the Pilgrims were not the first to sail to North America and
that Squanto was taken as a slave to Spain; eventually he returned to find that
all his people had died from imported diseases. Also, Accorsi's research shows
that the Pilgrims wore colorful clothing, not just black and blue. His
illustrations reflect this fact.

• •••
Adler, David A. A Picture Book of Anne Frank. Illustrated by Daren Ritz.
Holiday House, 1993. ISBN 0-823-1003-X. $14.95. 29 pp.

B

5+

FI

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Adler and Ritz have produced a picture book of the story of The Diary of
Anne Frank. Filled with illustrations, many created from actual photographs,
this book is a treasure-trove for anyone who has read and loved the Diary. The
picture book presents pictures of the annex, a place difficult to visualize in the
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original book. We see illustrations of each of the people who lived there. We
also see Anne and her sister as they might have looked in the death camp.
Like the original book, this book is not a cheerful read, though it has its
high points. The spare text and somber illustrations are expertly done. The
young girl's haunting eyes and her tender story move the reader. But can it be
appreciated without having read the companion volume? It can be read and
understood by children too young to read the Diary, even children as young as
second graders. But they may not be ready for such a book. And if it isn't
read by second graders, older readers may be offended by its large-print
simplicity. The book may best be used as an introduction for children who are
almost ready to read the original story, or as a reader for older children. There
is a lack of books that have simple text and mature themes; and this book fills
the need. What about the older reader who has already read the Diary? I
appreciated it, and so did my teenage children .

••••
Alexander, Heather (English text based on Italian text by Paola Panizon). Look
Inside Your Brain. Illustrated by Nicoletta Costa. Grosset & Dunlap,
1991. ISBN 0-448-40186-X. $11.95 . 16 pp.

*

Pre-3

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

The brain is the subject of this "Poke and Look Learning Book." The
main cutaway is of the cerebral cortex. As a particular function of the brain is
explained, that part of the brain is added to the cut-away. The cartoonlike
illustrations add to the text, as such functions as senses, memory, and small and
large muscle movement are explained.
I highly recommend this book and others in the series (see reviews in this
issue on Look Inside the Earth by Gina Ingoglia and Look Inside the Ocean by
Patrizia Malfatti).

• •••

Bellairs, John (completed by Brad Strickland). 77le Ghost in the Mirror.
Illustrated by Edward Gorey. Dial, 1993. ISBN 0-8037-1370-3 . $14.99.
169 pp.

A

4-8

FI

Reviewed by Michael O. Tunnell

Although John Bellairs, the author who began writing this story, is dead,
he left the manuscript with his publisher. Brad Strickland, who has authored his
own books and who has been a long-time Bellairs fan, completed The Ghost ill
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the Mirror. Strickland will also complete some other unfinished Bellair's
manuscripts, so we can look forward to at least a few more spooky Bellairs
stories.
The Ghost in the Mirror is the long-awaited sequel to The Letter, the Witch
and the Ring, which was published in 1976. Mrs. Zimmermann, the wonderful
white witch (who dresses in purple), and her teenage friend, Rose Rita, team up
once again in a supernatural adventure. Fans of Bellairs will remember that
Mrs. Zimmermann lost her powers in an earlier book. This is the story of the
quest to retrieve those magical abilities. Mrs. Zimmermann begins to see
ghostly visions in an old mirror and realizes that Granny Weatherbee, the old
woman who schooled her in magic, is trying to contact her. Granny Weatherbee
tells Mrs. Zimmermann that she must right a terrible wrong in order to get her
powers back. She and Rose Rita journey back to Mrs. Zimmermann's roots,
to the place where her old mentor lived. As they pass through a tunnel along
the road, they are suddenly transported back in time, back to the winter when
Granny Weatherbee was Rose Rita's age and when a great wrong was
perpetrated against her family. In righting the wrong, Rose Rita and Mrs.
Zimmermann must fight an evil warlock.
Strickland has done a fine job of retaining Bellairs' unmistakable style. In
fact, the book may read a bit better than Bellairs' last few novels. Certainly
Bellairs fans will be happy to know that there are more books to come .

••••
Blumberg, Rhoda. Bloomers. Illustrated by Mary Morgan. Bradbury Press,
1993. ISBN 0-02-711684-0. $14.95. Unpaginated.

A-

2-4

NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Libby Miller introduced bloomers to America after returning from her
honeymoon to the Swiss Alps. In the Alps she had gone hiking in an outfit that
was designed for women to use at health resorts. The billowing trousers and
knee-length dress were emancipating, and she decided to wear them every
day-no more pinching corset and multiple layers of petticoats. Libby's cousin
Elizabeth Stanton quickly took up the fashion. "She could climb stairs with a
baby in one hand and a candle in the other" without worrying about tripping on
a skirt. Elizabeth introduced the fashion to Amelia Bloomer, and Susan B.
Anthony soon joined these progressive women. Elizabeth, Amelia, and Susan,
wearing their bloomers, traveled across America speaking about equal rights for
women.
The title Bloomers will capture the attention of readers young and old, and
the story of the women who initiated the women's rights movement in the
nineteenth century will amuse and inspire. Blumberg again combines facts with
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daily life to give the reader a glimpse of historical realities. Her entertaining
text is accompanied by lively illustrations that capture the fashions of the time
period and the surprised reactions of people who saw bloomers for the first
time. Because young readers are unlikely to know the contributions of Stanton,
Bloomer, and Anthony, the book would have been better had it included brief
biographical sketches in an appendix. Blumberg has a reputation as a meticulous
researcher, as seen in her previous books, but this book lacks documentation.
Bibliographies in books for young children are a much debated topic; however,
bibliographies would help adults, who use books with children, to determine the
accuracy of the information.

• •••

Bradbury, Ray. Switch 011 the Night. Illustration by Leo and Diane Dillon.
Alfred A. Knopf, distributed by Random House, 1993. ISBN 0-39480486-4. $8.99. 32 pp.

*

K-3

FI

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

PB

Ray Bradbury's story is about a little boy who is afraid of the dark. "He
liked lanterns and lamps and torches and tapers and beacons and bonfires and
flashlights and flares. But he didn't like the night." He didn't like switches
because they turned off lights. Then one night when all the children were
outside playing in the dark and the little boy was wandering, lonely, around his
house full of lights, a new little girl named Dark came to visit. She showed him
how he could tum on the stars, the moon, and the frogs and crickets by turning
the light switches off. After that he liked switches because they turned on the
night.
And any night in summer that you wish, you can see him switching on the
white moon, switching on the red stars, switching on the blue stars, the
green stars, the light stars, the white stars, switching on the frogs , the
crickets, and nights.
The illustrations, done on white when the lights are on and on black when
the night is on, have an Escher-like quality. Leo and Diane Dillon play with the
sense of up and down and create beautiful and fascinating optical illusions. The
pictures and the story are both exceptional.

••••
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Brandenburg, Jim. To the Top of the World, 1993.
$16.95 . 48 pp.

•

NF

ISBN 0-8027-8219-1.

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

PB

Jim Brandenburg combines matchless photographs with a sensitive and
engaging text to draw the reader into the lives of a family of arctic wolves. He
writes with the affection and respect he gained in the months of intimate
observation necessary for researching this book. The wolves are portrayed
realistically and so clearly that the reader recognizes and likes each individual.
This is not just another overview type of nature book. When you read this
book you know and care about arctic wolves, and these wolves in particular.
I found this book thoroughly entertaining and informative. It's worth adding to
your collection for the photographs alone .

••••

Carle, Eric. Today Is MOl/day. Gosset & Dunlap-Philomel Books, 1992.
ISBN 0-399-21877-7 . $15 .95. 21 pp.
Carle, Eric. Draw Me a Star. Gosset & Dunlap-Philomel Books, 1993.
ISBN 0-399-21966-8 . $14.95. 20 pp.

B

K-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Can a writer-illustrator produce dozens of books of equally high quality?
Not in this case. The best picture books strike a balance between visual art and
text; this is where these two examples fall short. Pictures definitely outshine the
story in both cases, but Draw Me a Star is more satisfying overall.
Today Is MmuJay began as illustrations for a song, which Carle later
decided to make into a book. Each day of the week adds another food d La The
Twelve Days of Christmas. Monday is string beans; Tuesday is spaghetti and
string beans, and so on. Each illustration shows an animal eating the food, or
in the case of the string beans and the porcupine, impaling it. The animals
usually resemble the food in some way-the best match is the snake and
spaghetti; the worst, the monkey and the ice cream cone. The problem is that
the relationships between animals and food, among animals (both zoo and
domestic), and between animals and humans are tenuous. What does it all
mean? The most satisfying illustration is the last one in which children surround
a table laden with all the food. The most memorable part of this picture is the
child in a wheelchair. As illustrations to accompany a song, the material is fine.
But it does not make a good book.
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Draw Me a Star has more of a tale to tell. Inspired by Carle's childhood
experience of learning to draw a simple star, the story begins with a child artist
drawing the first angle of a star. With each angle, the artist is older. Next the
artist draws a sun, then a tree, then a rather explicit nude man and woman. The
next picture is a much-too-modern house with a dog. Other animals and plants
follow. The artist is becoming progressively older. He becomes a bearded old
man who draws the night and the moon. Finally he draws another star, and
when he holds onto one of its points, it bears him across the night sky. This is
certainly the better and more poetic of the two books. But there is something
vaguely unsatisfying about it as well.

••••

Coerr, Eleanor. Mieko and the Fifth Treasure. Putnam, 1993 . ISBN 0-39922434-3. $14.95. 77 pp.

C

4-6

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

FI

Mieko has been wounded in the bombing of Nagasaki. Her family sends
her to live with her grandparents in the country while she recovers . She takes
her four treasured calligraphy tools with her. Unfortunately, she seems to have
lost the fifth treasure-beauty in the heart. She hates her new school, she has
no friends, and when she has a chance to compete in a contest of painting
Japanese word-pictures, she doesn't even want to try . Fortunately, and
predictably, she rediscovers the fifth treasure in time.
This is a trite little tale, with very little except setting and a smattering of
calligraphy to redeem it, a letdown from Coerr' s better known book, Sadako
and the Thousand Paper Cranes .

••••
Cowcher, Helen. Whistling Thorn. Scholastic Hardcover, 1993. ISBN 0-59047299-2. $14.95 . Unpaginated.

A

1-3

NF

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

The acacia, or whistling thorn, is a major food source for rhinoceroses and
giraffes. Giraffes at one time threatened to eat the plant into extinction.
However, the resilient acacia evolved to have sharp thorns and galls (swollen
growths at the base of some thorns). Ants were attracted to the sweet nectar of
the galls and made entrance holes. "When the wind came blowing across the
savannah, it piped through the holes like the music of a thousand flutes. "
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The ants stung the giraffes and crawled into their eyes. Together, the
thoms, galls, and ants have proven effective deterrents to overeating, and the
acacia is no longer threatened with extinction.
Bright acrylic illustrations create interest in this glimpse of ecological
development and clarify the text. Close-up illustrations of galls and ants clearly
reveal how hungry giraffes are discouraged. The simple text communicates the
author's interest in the topic and provides a springboard for discussion of other
environmental concerns. This book could be read when studying other
countries, botany, ecology, or animals. Readers may have some difficulty
finding the definition of gall-it is located on the verso of the title page in small
print. After that difficulty is overcome, the reader will be fascinated with the
adaptability of the acacia.

• •••

Ephron, Delia. The Girl Who Changed the World. Ticknor and Fields, 1993.
ISBN 0-395-66139-0. $13 .95. 148 pp.

B

5+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

The Girl Who Changed the World is a book for those of us who have been
picked on, pulled at, pushed, and punched by older brothers and sisters. Author
Delia Ephron, who has also written How to Eat Like a Child, tells the story with
a wry wit. The story is sure to please and engage younger siblings who dream
of some day, in some way exacting revenge on an obnoxious older sibling.
The spark that ignites the revenge blaze in Violet comes when her older
brother smashes "the largest and most disgusting fly I have ever seen" on her
head at the conclusion of her near-perfect piano recital. Violet becomes general
of an army of youngsters who, under her wise and devious direction, exact
revenge on their domineering and insensitive older brothers and sisters.
Violet's brother, Simon, is singled out for the final and most agonizing
punishment, "death by tickling." But before his demise, and after his humble
apologies and promises to repent, Violet relents. Sensing her innate love for her
brother, she calls off the ticklers, and, kissing his limp body, declares, "Oh,
please come back, please. I love you." Simon revives and all is well.
This book is strictly for fun and will most likely be enjoyed by readers in
grades 5 through 8.

• •••
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Freedman, Russell. Eleanor Roosevelt: A Life of Discovery. Clarion Books,
Houghton Mifflin Co. imprint, 1933. ISBN 0-89919-862-7. $17 .95. 198
pp.

*

3+

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

BI

Freedman' s biography of Eleanor Roosevelt is impressive; it present
photographs and describes events in the life of an important woman in U.S.
history. The biography gives plentiful evidence that she was a truly great lady.
Her compassion for people shone though everything she did . Her disarming
humility and unfailing energy added great depth to Franklin Roosevelt's terms
as president. Freedman does not tell the reader this. Rather, he describes
events, conversations, and testimonials; for example, Senator Arthur H.
Vandenberg at first dismissed Eleanor Roosevelt as an emotional, rattle-brained
woman. Later he remarked, "I want to say that I take back everything 1 ever
said about her and believe me it's been plenty."
What Freedman succeeds in showing is an intelligent, humble, energetic,
compassionate woman who overcame her shyness and lack of self-contidence to
make a real difference. Thousands of people benefitted because she put her
concern for people into action. An extensive bibliography of other books and
a detailed index add to the usefulness of this outstanding biography .

••••
Giblin, James. Be Seated: A Book About Chairs. Harper Collins Publishers,
1993 . ISBN 0-06-021538-0. $14.98. 136 pp.

*

3+

NF

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Be Seated focuses on world history through chairs. Giblin's comprehensive
book gave me some new insights about chairs. I wasn't expecting to use any
of this information immediately, but I was wrong. This book helped me
understand the events in the opera Macbeth . Let me explain.
Part of the story of chairs is their use as symbols of authority. The book
includes a picture of Great Britain's coronation chair, which was made in 1296.
Giblin explains that a platform was placed underneath to hold the stone of
Scone, a stone which Scottish kings had been crowned on for three hundred
years. Edward brought the stone back to England after defeating the Scots in
a battle. At the end of Macbeth, the soldiers bring in a large stone slab, and the
new king stands on it as he is carried across the stage. I would have thought
this was some strange operatic posturing, had I had not recognized the stone of
Scone described in the book of chairs.
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Giblin' s explanation of chairs through history is thorough and interesting.

It describes how even fashions like hoopskirts have affected the design of chairs.
An extensive bibliography, source notes, and an index are included in the book.

The book would be useful for teaching history, symbols of social status, or
design. Giblin's book is a fresh look at our past through the universal
experience of sitting down.

••••

Hopkinson, Deborah. Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt. llIustrated by James
Ransome. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1993 . ISBN 0-679-82311-5. $15.00.
Unpaginated.

*

2+

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

FI

When another slave remarks that escaping would be easy if one had a map,
Clara, who works as a seamstress, determines to create one so that she can be
reunited with her mother. She studies the landscape as far as she can from a
hill and talks with other slaves who have traveled from the plantation to gain
information about the surrounding areas. Bit by bit, roads, rivers and even a
hidden boat are depicted in fine stitchery. After the quilt is completed, Clara
leaves it with Aunt Rachel for other slaves to use. She memorizes the map to
lead a friend and her mother north to freedom.
This picture book, written in first person, provides a brief look at the harsh
life of slavery and one of the innovations that provided a path to freedom.
Children can relate to the desperation Clara felt to rejoin her mother and will
marvel at her creative solution.
The book could provide a springboard for a discussion of one tool used to
keep someone in slavery, ignorance. By knowing the countryside, Clara was
able to succeed in escaping where others had failed. Also, the book would
introduce the importance of mapping skills.
The broad brush strokes used on the clothing contrast with the fine facial
detail. The illustrator succeeds in capturing the tenderness and despair felt by
those trapped in slavery. The blues, yellows, and greens in the illustrations
make the countryside come alive.
The final page of the book shows slaves studying the quilt, obviously
prepared for a journey. There is hope that the stitches can be committed to
memory, but the black night in the background reminds the reader of the
dangers that await the runaways .

••••
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Hughes, Dean. Go to the Hoop!: Angle Park Hoopstars #3. Random House,
1993. ISBN 0-679-83489-3. $7.99. 104 pp.

B

3-5

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Fifth-grader Harlan Sloan has the potential to be a good basketball player,
but he doesn't know it. His coach and teammates, the Angel Park Lakers,
recognize his potential, however, and do their best to help him overcome his
lack of confidence. In his first two games, Harlan is dominated by more
confident opponents, and his coach's criticism does more to discourage Harlan
than to help him. Harlan's constant worry over his mistakes-missed baskets,
defensive lapses-prevent him from enjoying his team's successes. Finally, his
teammate Miles "Tip" Harris invites Harlan to come over to his house. There
Tip shows Harlan a few things: how to drive to the basket, and more important,
how to play "bad." Harlan discovers the power of positive thinking and goes
on to be a key player in his team's run to the championship.
This is Hughes' third book in the Angel Park Hoopstars series and shows
Hughes in good form in sports fiction for elementary readers. Most of the
book's eight chapters focus on actual game sequences, and Hughes does a fine
job detailing the mechanics of the action and portraying Harlan's feelings about
the ups and downs of basketball. Readers who know or like basketball will
enjoy the tension Hughes creates over the outcome of each game and the
outcome of Harlan's struggle to gain self-confidence.
Boys from third to fifth grade are the most likely audience for Go to the
Hoop!, even if they do not play basketball. For readers new to basketball,
Hughes has included helpful explanations and diagrams of basketball plays and
a glossary of basketball terms.

• •••
Ingoglia, Gina (English text based on Italian text by Mario Bomboli) . Look
Inside the Earth. Illustrated by Nicoletta Costa. Grosset & Dunlap, 1991.
ISBN 0-448-40087-1. $10.95. 16 pp.

*

Pre-3

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

Cut-aways show the core, mantle, and crust layers of the earth in this
"Poke and Look Learning Book." Continents and oceans, natural resources,
gravity, earth forces, the solar system, and conservation are the featured topics .

••••
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Johnson, Dolores. Now Let Me Fly. Macmillan Publishing Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-02-747699-5. $14.95 . Unpaginated.

*

1+

FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

PB

Young, carefree Minna is abducted and chained by a disgruntled member
of her own tribe and forced to walk to the western shore of Africa. There she
is sold into slavery. She survives the long ocean journey partly through the
kindness of another slave. Upon their arrival in America, both children are sold
to the same master. They eventually marry and have children. Without
warning, Minna's husband is sold, then a child. In desperation, she helps two
children escape, only to remain with her last child at the mercy of an
unpredictable master.
Dolores Johnson painted the pictures for and wrote this book when
commissioned by the Children's Museum of San Diego, California, for an
educational and cultural program in honor of Black History Month. The oil
paintings succeed in capturing the strong emotional contrast of Minna when she
is free and when she is forced into slavery. The faces are very descriptive.
Although the book itself is fiction, the various situations described are well
documented in black history. The book would have been more meaningful had
the entire thing been biographical. It is a excellent choice to introduce students
to the realities of slavery because it follows a young girl from her life of
freedom in Africa to adulthood in bondage.
Ever since Minna was a child she wanted to fly. As a young black girl in
Africa, Minna was upset when she saw a caged bird in the marketplace. She
couldn't resist letting it go. Rather than being angry, her mother complimented
Minna, telling her that "no living thing should ever be confined." This
summarizes the theme and spirit of the book .

••••

Kahney, Regina. The Glow-in-the-Dark Book of Animal Skeletons . Illustrated
by Christopher Santoro. Random House, 1992. ISBN 0-679-81080-3.
$14.00. 22 pp.

*

All

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

My whole family has been intrigued by this glow-in-the-dark skeleton
book! After being exposed for only a few moments in a regularly lit room,
fluorescent green skeletons appear. And they really glow! Close the book and
open it on the same page, and you can see the stored light bursting forth from
the pages just as if you were viewing a real X-ray!
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The human skeleton and fourteen other animal skeletons are hidden in the
colorful realistic illustrations until the lights are turned off. The informative text
identifies the animal by its common and scientific name. Expect the lights to go
on and off as you and your youngster (or older child) refer back to the glowing
skeleton from the text and back again. For instance, they will be checking to
see the z-shaped legs of the kangaroo and the seven neck bones in the giraffe,
and to confirm, from the skeleton, that elephants walk on their toes and bats fly
with their fingers. The human skeletons on the inside front and back covers
give the common and scientific names for the bones. There is also an index on
the inside back cover to special bones in the skeletons. What a fun way to
present a unit on skeletons or just discover the wonder of life!

••••
Kassem, Lou . Odd One Out. Fawcett Juniper Ballantine Books, Div. of
Random House, 1993. ISBN 0-449-7043207. $3.99. 119 pp.

C

5-8

FI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Lou Kassem's story of beautiful, intelligent Allison focuses on some of the
problems faced by teenagers. Allison is invited to join an exclusive high school
sorority . After escaping a date rape at the sorority party, she mistakenly blames
the sorority president and almost causes herself a mental breakdown because she
won't talk about the attempted rape. She comes to the wrong conclusions about
a boy she really likes, and the first boy tries to get even with her. However,
she is saved justin time.
The book is fast-paced, but the characters are stereotyped. Allison is too
pretty, well adjusted and intelligent; Nic's background indicates that he has
always been a heel. For an eighteen year old, that doesn't make sense. None
of the problems seem very real because they are all solved so neatly and easily .

••••

Kimmel, Eric A. (retold by). The Gingerbread Mall. Illustrated by Megan
Lloyd. Holiday House, 1993. ISBN 0-8234-0824-8. $14.95. 32 pp.

A

K-3

F

PB

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

This little gingerbread man is chased by a sow, a dog, a horse, and a cow,
in addition to the old woman and the old man. The fox tricks him and eats him
in the end-as usual. "But don't be sad, for that wasn't the end of the
gingerbread man.
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The gingerbread man has gone away,
But he'll be back some other day .
For gingerbread men return, it's said,
When someone bakes some gingerbread.
This softens the ending for the little ones.
Megan Lloyd's cheerful watercolors show colorful country scenes as the
gingerbread man runs along. On the last page, a dozen gingerbread men and
women dance happily off the cookie sheet.

••••
Kuhn , Dwight. My First Book of Nature: How Living Things Grow. Scholastic,
1993 . ISBN 0-590-45502-8. $11.95 . 61 pp.

*

Pre-3

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

How many times have you searched for just the right pictures and words
to explain how plants and animals grow from seedlings to flowers or fruits or
from babies to adults? Dwight Kuhn's book My First Book of Nature: How
Living Things Grow will meet your needs for thirty living things!
In addition to cats and dogs, more unusual plants and animals such as
mushrooms, crayfish, ladybugs, mosquitoes, and kangaroos are featured.
Twelve photographs of people at various ages illustrate how people grow older,
but they "still continue to learn many things." Other animals and plants are
illustrated with close-up photographs.
The text is straightforward and
informative and includes interesting facts : male mosquitoes feed on plant juices,
kittens can' t see or hear when they are first born, and a ladybug's outer wings
are yellow before they harden and tum red .
An index to the thirty fungi, plants, and animals would be helpful to the
teacher who needs visual aids for nature lessons.
Dwight Kuhn is well known for his nature photographs, which are featured
in adults' and children ' s nature magazines. He has written and illustrated other
books that explore the vegetable garden, life in ponds, and meadows and forests .

••••
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Lipsyte, Robert. The Chief.
$14.89. 226 pp.

A

7-12

HarperCollins, 1993.

FI

ISBN 0-06-021064-8 .

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Robert's Lipsyte's new novel, The Chief, follows his award-winning and
ground-breaking 1967 novel The Contender, and its more recent sequel The
Brave (1992). Alfred Brooks, the original contender, is now a former
policeman confined to a wheelchair because of a drug dealer's bullet. He serves
as trainer to a new contender, Sonny Bear, a young Moscongdaga Indian who
wants a shot at the title. Included in Sonny's entourage are Jake Stump,
Sonny's great uncle and spiritual adviser, and Malcom Martin Witherspoon
(Marty) .
An aspiring writer, Marty hopes to tell the tale of Sonny' s ascension to the
heavyweight title. The Chief is Marty 's first-person account of Sonny's rise to
proIllinence in the boxing world and in Hollywood , of Sonny' s search for his
identity, and of Marty' S search for identity and an authentic writer's voice.
Sonny's must deal with the seamy side of the boxing world and with the
reservation politics of the Moscongdaga nation. Marty chronicles Sonny's
moves and serves as a touchstone for the sometimes confused young boxer.
Lipsyte tells the story well ; his boxing sequences are espec
ially sharp and
engaging. The conflicts that confront both Sonny and Marty-identity , heritage,
an unknown future-are conflicts that many young adult readers will relate to.
Readers who have enjoyed Lipsyte' s previous novels will certainly enjoy The
Chief, but the book is also solid enough to stand alone. Readers who have not
read The Contender or The Brave will still find plenty to enjoy in The Chief

••••
Malfatti , Patrizia (translator of the Italian text by Laura Crema) . Look Inside
the Ocean. Illustrated by Laura Crerna. Grosset & Dunlap, 1993 . ISBN
0-448-40488-5 . $11.95. 16 pp.

•

Pre-3

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Colorful, inviting, alive, exciting-this "Poke and Look Learning Book"
makes learning about the ocean fun!
Children can touch the thick , glossy cardboard pages of this book and tum
the pages to reveal animals that live among the rocks, seaweed, in the sand, in
the open sea, and in the ocean depths. Cut-aways reveal other pages, each filled
with colorful, realistic illustrations of creatures. Readers will find the text
interesting, and preschoolers will have lots to look at while exploring the book
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on their own or listening as the book is read to them. I highly recommend this
book and others in the series, Look Inside the Earth and Look Inside Your Brain .

••••
Martin, James. Hiding Out: Camouflage in the Wild. Photographs by Art
Wolfe. Crown Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-517-59392-0. $13.00. 32 pp.

A

2+

NF

PB

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

Have you ever seen an insect that looks like an orchid or a polar bear in
a field of snow? Through photographs and text, James Martin shows how many
members of the animal kingdom rely on camouflage for survival. Some insects,
fi sh, reptiles, and mammals blend in with their surroundings to hide from their
predators, while others use cameo to hide from their prey.
Children will enjoy the colorful photographs of strange and unusual
animals, which look so much like their surroundings that you have to look twice
to see some of them. For example, one insect looks like a bright green, healthy
leaf; another like a brown, curled leaf, and another like a yellow leaf that has
recently fallen from a tree. The text is clear and easy to follow. Each
photograph has a caption indicating the common name of the animal and where
it is found . There is not enough information about individual animals to write
a school report , but the photographs are fantastic .

••••
McKissack, Patricia C. The Dark-Thirty. Illustrated by Brian Pinkney. Alfred
A. Knopf, 1992. ISBN 0-679-81863-4. $15 .00. 122 pp.

A

2-6

NF

Reviewed by Janet Francis

According to Patricia McKissack, scary Southern tales that are heard at
"dark-thirty" (the half hour just before nightfall) stay with you the rest of your
life. These frightening tales are not confined to Southern children, although
they have a black slant. Nor are they folktales in the sense of dealing with
things long past. "The Legend of Pin Oak" and "We Organized" deal with
slavery, but "Justice," "The 11:59," and "The Woman in the Snow" tell of
more recent times. "Boo Mama, the Gingi and the Chicken Coop Monster" deal
with universal terrors.
The tone is factual and descriptive; Pinkney' s
illustrations depict unreal things with a solid sort of black and white reality.
Fine material here for storytellers and horror seekers alike .

••••
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Mazer, Anne. The Oxboy. Knopf, 1993. ISBN 0-679-84191-1. $13 .00. 109
pp.

A

6-12

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

In The Oxboy, Anne Mazer (daughter of young adult novelists Harry and
Norma Fox Mazer) creates an imaginary world in which humans search out and
destroy those who are impure. There was a time, in the history of this mythical
world, when animals and humans intermarried. Both were intelligent and
sensitive, and both learned from each other. As time passes, however, humans
become resentful and fearful of animals and halfbreed offspring and begin a
campaign to find and destroy all who are not purebred .
Into this world is born the Oxboy. He lives happily in a pastoral setting
with his ox father and human mother until he is five years old. His life changes
tragically when the blue hunters discover his family's existence. To save the
Oxboy's life, the ox returns to the forest, and Oxboy's mother claims that her
husband is dead, moves to another village, and marries a human. But the
Oxboy is miserable in this new environment. His stepfather dislikes and is
suspicious of him. Slow and plodding at school, Oxboy is derided by his
classmates and lives in constant fear that his true background will be discovered.
Mazer's mythical allegory reveals the emotional pain suffered by victims
of prejudice and ethnic cleansing and the irrational mentality of those who
perpetrate such evils. The Oxboy is a sympathetic character, one most readers
will immediately respond to. Younger readers may enjoy this short novel, but
they will likely not see the parallels the allegory makes between Oxboy's world
and our own. More mature readers will not only sympathize with Oxboy's
tragedy, but will also see how-and perhaps why- our present world rejects and
often harms those who are different.

••••
Mazer, Norma Fox. aUf of COllfrol. Morrow Junior Books, 1993. ISBN 0688-10208-5. $14.00. 218 pp.

A

10-12

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

I don't know what to call it. It wasn't what my father said. It wasn't an
assault. We didn't beat her up or rape her or anything. It wasn't like that.
It was just ... it was something we did and, like Candy said, it got a little
out of hand. (p. 2)
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High school junior Rollo Wingate is sure, however, that what he and his two
friends did to Valerie was very wrong, and he regrets it terribly. That is his
redeeming grace.
In this novel, Norma Fox Mazer shows both sides of sexual assault (simple
playfulness, according to Rollo's two insensitive buddies) with insight and
feeling. Valerie is haunted, scared, and confused after the incident. What, she
wondered, did she do wrong? Why had the boys picked on her? Would it
happen again? Rollo falls victim to the role of victimizer because of his passive
follow-the-crowd mentality. He doesn't want to be different-he wants to be
with his friends . So he plays along, and his inability to withstand pee r pressure
turns his life into a nightmare, one almost as bad as Valerie's.
Mazer portrays Rollo with skill; without condoning his senseless actions,
she shows convincingly the anguish he feels for his role in the assault and his
earnest desire to make amends. Somehow, she has managed to get inside a
thoughtless young man's head and present some of the incomprehensible whirl
of adolescent thoughts.
High school readers, male or female, will find things of value in this book.
In addition to reading a story that deals tastefully with real and contemporary
issues, they'll also learn something of the emotional hardships experienced by
the opposite sex.

• •••
Moerbeek, Kees. New at rhe Zoo 2: A Mix-and-March Pop-up Book. Random
House, 1993 . $8.99. 10 pp.

B

Pre-3

NF

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

PB

Heard of a "wild box" or an "owbit"? Preschoolers and kindergartners
will be entertained by this mix-and-match pop-up book as they combine the tops
and bottoms of the heads of five different animals.
Kees Moerbeek's colorful animal pop-ups are simplified but are not
uncomplicated! The mouth shapes come together as if the animal is speaking
the simple text that describes each animal. The text is large and bold, and the
names of the animals are in bold capital letters that spell out the newly created
animals.

• •••
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Neville, Mary. The Christmas Tree Ride. Illustrated by Megan Lloyd.
Holiday House, 1993. ISBN 0-8234-0956-2. $14.95. 30 pp.

A

K-3

F

PB

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Shan and his sister go with their dad to cut a Christmas tree on Mr.
Pennyman's tree farm. It's way out in the country over snowy hills. After they
choose a tree and Mr. Penny man cuts it down, Dad has to back all the way
down the steep, snow-covered road. It's scary but he makes it! On Christmas
Eve, Mr. Penny man stops by briefly. The family discovers he lives alone on
his farm and invites him back for Christmas dinner.
Christmas dinner was buttery hills of mashed potatoes and other good
things. We ate a lot, and so did Mr. Pennyman, and Mother and Dad.
Shan and I had decided- we liked making a new friend at Christmastime.
This simple, charming story that expresses the spirit of Christmas is enriched
by Megan Lloyd's watercolors of happy children and their family .

••••
Reeder, Carolyn. Moollshiller 's SOli. Macmillian Publishing Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-02-775805-2. $14.95. 206 pp.

*

6+

FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Although liquor is prohibited by law, deep in Virginia's Blue Ridge
Mountains, Tom is learning how to make whiskey from his father. Tom wants
desperately to please this distant man and is determined to learn the art of
moonshining. The reader learns that the choice to moonshine is not only a
moral one but an economic one as well. Changes come when a preacher and
his family move to the community and resolve to rid the area of this "evil."
They make several attempts to destroy the stills and tum in offenders. A
friendship develops between Amy, the minister's daughter and Tom, despite
continual conflict over moonshining. A near disaster in the community, which
is blamed on the affects of moonshine, convince Tom that liquor is bad. He
then must find the courage to tell his father that he no longer will assist him.
The book offers a rare look into the economic and moral issues of
prohibition and father-son relationships. The lifestyle of the people of the Blue
Ridge Mountains is portrayed accurately and interestingly; even the language
seems accurate. Grandpa's Mountain, also written by Reeder, also takes place
in this setting. The book is exciting, especially when Tom and his father try to
outsmart the revenuers and others who are looking for moonshiners.
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After a heart-wrenching search, Tom's father concludes, "If drinkin'
moonshine makes a feller violent, he hadn't ought to drink it, right?" Tom
nodded and Pa went on. "Wal, if makin' moonshine makes a feller violent, then
he hadn't ought to make it. "

••••

Reiss, Johanna. The Journey Back. Harper Collins Children's Books, 1987.
ISBN 0-06-447042-3. $3.95. 212 pp.

A

6+

BI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

PB

In a sequel to the novel The Upstairs Room, Johanna Reiss recounts the
bittersweet events following World War II for herself, a young Jewish girl, and
her family. During the War, Annie and her sister Sini were hidden by a kind
farmer and his wife and mother in their upstairs room. During those two years
a bond of love forms. Annie's sister Rachel is hidden by another family.
Although the three sisters and their father escape the Nazi deathcamps, the
separation leaves emotional scars on all three. Food and other goods are scarce,
and dealing with grief and loss as well as hostility and deprivation makes it
difficult to rebuild a country and family.
After writing 171e Upstairs Room, Reiss felt the story wasn't really
over-there was more to tell.
The sequel is well written, and the
characterization excellent. Because it is autobiographical, the book is accurate
and detailed. It is somewhat depressing because of the harsh realities that must
be faced, and because the reader realizes there is no happy ending, only the best
of a difficult situation.
While many books have been written about World War II and Jewish
suffering, the aftermath of the War is worthy of consideration as well. Students
may be able, acting on the principle set forth in this book-personal, social,
economic and political-to strengthen their own lives.
The author asserts:
From a political point of view, the War is over, but in another sense it has
not really ended. People are fragile. They are strong, too, but wars leave
emotional scars that take a long time to heal, generations perhaps .

••••
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Reynolds, Jan. Amazon Basin: Vanishing Cultures. Harcourt Brace Children's
Books, 1993. ISBN 0-15-202831-5. $16.95. 32 pp.
A

2+

NF

PB

Reviewed by Lisa Baer

In Amazon Basin, internationally known photographer Jan Reynolds
describes the day-to-day life of a small Yanomama boy who lives in the Amazon
Territory of Venezuela. The reader follows Tuwenowa as he gathers food in the
family garden, learns to shoot an arrow, plays in a stream with his friends, and
attends a traditional funeral ceremony.
Tuwenowa and his people live
harmoniously with each other and with their environment. The jungle provides
them with food and materials for shelter, while the river provides them with
transportation to other villages.
Reynolds captures the children enjoying life and the unusual and exotic
Amazon jungle. One photograph depicts the laughing faces of three little boys
as a monkey climbs on one of the boy's heads. This book can be used to teach
children about other cultures. Children will be delighted by the pictures of
Tuwenowa and his friends floating down the river in a hollowed-out tree,
painting themselves with sticky red seeds, and dancing with small white feathers
in their hair. Adults will also be reminded of one of the most important reasons
to respect and protect the rain forests: to preserve the culture and homes of the
Yanomama and others like them .

••••

Service, Pamela. Weirdos of the Universe Unite. Fawcett Juniper Ballantine
Books, Div . of Random House, 1993. ISBN 0-449-70429-7 . $3 .99. 147
pp.
A

4-7

FI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Ever since I read Service's Stinker from Space, I have come to expect the
unexpected in her stories . Weirdos of the U"iverse Unite did not disappoint me.
Mandy and Owen, two fifth or sixth graders dedicated to being weird, find
themselves teamed up with five mythological characters to save the world from
an alien invasion. Using their unique talents, this odd team succeeds in
convincing the alien force that earth is not worth invading.
The strength and humor in this book come from the interplay of wellknown mythological characters from different cultures. The humorous situations
are marvelous, as when a bragging Siegfried attacks an approaching car with his
magical sword, or the Russian child-eating witch , Baby Yaga, has to return to
her chicken hut to watch her favorite soap opera, or the coyote Trickster
promises the children an ice cream treat and then tells the waitress the children
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will pay the bill. When Mandy and Owen are avoiding capture by aliens, Baby
Yaga makes them look like rubbery plants. Owen objects that they still look
like a boy and an old woman crouching in a field , whereupon Baba Yaga snaps
back that "It's a joint spell and you' re inside, not outside of it. Now shut your
mouth. Even in this place plants don't talk. "
Actually, the message of the book is not weird, funny, or imaginary. It's
a celebration of uniqueness and creativity. The aliens, who always go by the
rulebook, can't handle it. The final word from the would-be invaders is "People
of Earth. Have reevaluated. Invasion is cancelled. You are too weird. "

••••

Swenson, May. The Complete Poems to Solve. Illustrated by Christy Hale.
Macmillan, 1993. ISBN 0-02-788725-1. $13.95. 115 pp.

*

8-12

PT

Reviewed by Janet Francis

NF

Poetry seems a mystery to the reader who has never had the pleasure of
reading and understanding it. The sooner one becomes acquainted with poetry,
the more it speaks. May Swenson is intimately acquainted with the voices of
words. This collection of poetry contains riddles for young (and perceptive
older) readers. Swenson's lines scream and whisper; they smell like the sea, sit
like a cat, and gallop like a stick horse. She uses the language we know but
makes new sense. The reader may be guessing riddles, but the poet knows
exactly what she's talking about.
This book is a combination of previous works-Poems to Solve and More
Poems to Solve-with a couple of additions. These poems reflect Swenson's life
and talent. Who could write "My cat leaps to the window sill and sits there still
as ajug" without living with a cat? Who could write "Body my house my horse
my hound" without having experienced the exhilaration that accompanies
discovering your body's prowess?
Crisp, concise, tantalizing, and concrete-these are truly poems to solve
and grasp and enjoy. With Hale's understated lino cuts aiding the imagery, this
book should stand on the shelf right beside Frost and Dickinson .

••••
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Thomas, Piri. Stories from El Barrio. Alfred A. Knopf, 1978. ISBN 0-39483568-9. $15.00. 141 pp.

B

6-9

FI

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

This book has been around for a while-but I didn't realize it while I was
reading it. It's a book of memories, and memories are ageless. Author Piri
Thomas grew up in New York's Spanish Harlem, the son of black Puerto Rican
parents. As a youth he became involved in drugs and gangs and even served a
prison term. As an adult he works to rehabilitate drug-addicted youngsters.
Little of his negative experience is reflected in the book, however. Rather, we
see loving families, faithful friends, and gentle first love. Thomas celebrates his
culture within a culture in eight short stories. He begins with two youngsters,
clad in new Boy Scout uniforms, who leave the ghetto early in the morning to
join a grand march out into the countryside. They come home that night,
without their uniforms, covered with mosquito bites. But they're still scouts.
Next follows one of the two stories written in free verse. Here a child steals a
peseta from his father and is found out. Next a teenager nearly sets his hair on
fire while he is having it straightened so he can pass for white. The fourth story
is a fascinating departure into fantasy as a sensitive child watches a statue come
to life to begin a night of harrowing experiences with the devil. Thomas' gang
background comes out in the next story, in which the Bleu Wings and the Puerto
Rican Knights head for the same swimming pool. The second poem story has
two youngsters steal a wallet and spend a fabulous day at Coney Island. As in
the earlier story, they are brought to justice. When fifteen-year-old Juanita
comes to town from Puerto Rico there is potential for a great romance. Luckily
George discovers in time that he can afford to be himself. The final story
shows two close friends, both boxers, entering the ring together. The fight like
tigers, but they end the bout arm in arm.
Thomas' sensitive stories would be a welcome addition to a library that
serves Spanish-speaking children. It honestly reflects their experience. But the
smattering of Spanish and the ghetto background shouldn't put off AngloAmericans either. This book inspires readers to celebrate America's diversity.
The writing style and subject matter make it more fitting for older students,
however. A gang murder in addition to the dishonesty require a degree of
maturity to sort out.
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van der Rol, Ruud & Verhoever, Rian. Anne Frank, Beyond the Diary.
Viking, 1993. ISBN 0-670-84932-4. $17 .00. 111 pp.

•

4+

NF

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

BI

Anne Frank, Diary of a Young Girl has become required reading in schools
throughout the country. Beyond the Diary expands our understanding of Anne
and places her clearly in time and place. Though dozens of photographs, diary
excerpts, and additional text we learn of Anne's life from birth through her
death in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
Anne' s story has long struck a responsive chord in readers of all ages. We
come to know her better and see her in a more complete and intimate way
through the family photographs reproduced in this new book. The horror and
tragedy of Anne's months in hiding and in the camp are heightened by this new
vision of her carefree, comfortable, and typical childhood. Anne wasn't a child
of the war ; she was a child we each might have known or might have been .

••••

Wakin, Edward with Wakin , Daniel. Photos That Made U.S. History Vol. 1 &
2. Walker and Co. , 1993. ISBN 0-8027-8231-0 (vol 1); 0-8027-8272-8
(vol 2). $12.95. 50 pp (vol. 1); 45 pp. (vol. 2).

A

3+

NF

Reviewed by Lillian Deil

The Wakin's have used famous photos as the focus of the important events
related to or actually in the photograph. The first volume starts with the Civil
War period and shows how a photograph helped to build Abraham Lincoln ' s
presidential image. Volume 1 contains seven famous photos and ends with the
mushroom cloud of the bomb at Hiroshima. Volume 2 contains another seven
photos and takes us through the cold war to the space age.
For each photo the Wakin's give a detailed description of who took it and
how. The one of Khrushchev and Nixon has a funny story behind it: the
photographer was too far away to take the picture of their angry exchange, so
he threw his camera to William Safire, a press agent, who was close by. Safire
snapped the picture and tossed the back, only to have AP photographer Elliott
Erwilt yell, "You had your hand over the aperture, you idiot!" Back came the
camera for the history-making photo. The Wakin's show how each picture fits
into the time, and equally interesting, how the photos affected history. Lincoln's
picture made him look like a president, and the "kitchen debate" made Nixon
look like a man who would stand up to Khrushchev . Most of the events,
reflecting the times we live in, are sad, tragic, and often violent.
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"Roko Fights Off His Enemies. " Taken from The Wou1/ded Wolf. Copyright
1978 by John Schoenherr. Reprinted by permission from Harper & Row,
New York.

©

Wiesner, David. JU1/e 29, 1999. Clarion Books, a Houghton Mifflin Company
Imprint, 1992. ISBN 0-395-59762-5. $15.95 . 32 pp.

*

K+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Holly Evans' science project in May of 1999 is "to study the effects of
extraterrestrial conditions on vegetable growth and development." She plants
vegetable seedlings in boxes and floats them in the sky with the help of weather
balloons. She expects that they will stay up for some time before returning to
earth.
On June 29, giant vegetables begin landing on the earth. Naturally, Holly
assumes they are her vegetables, until she hears the news reporting about
vegetables she didn't plant. Where did they all come from? Holly never finds
out, but the author lets readers know that the vegetables came from "the
Arcturian starcruiser Alula Borealis, which was touring "its sixth planet in four
days. In the galley an assistant fry cook accidentally jettisoned the entire food
supply. "
The rich watercolor illustrations tell much more of the story. They show
how the seedlings would receive their water supply, and Wiesner also presents
illustrated covers of magazines that tell the story of the giant vegetables.
The book's summary claims that Holly is a third grader, but I can find no
evidence in the story or the pictures to support this.
Wiesner has created a delightful fantasy-fun to read, beautiful to look at.
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Wild, Margaret. Thank You, Santa. Illustrated by Kerry Argent. Scholastic,
Inc., 1992. ISBN 0-590-45805-1. $12.95. 30 pp.

B

2-4

FI

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

PB

After Samantha writes a thank you letter to Santa in January, she becomes
his pen pal. Each month thereafter, Santa and Samantha take turns writing
letters. Santa writes about some of the arctic animals, and Samantha writes
about the polar bear in the zoo who suffers in the Australian heat. Samantha's
wish for the next Christmas is that the polar bear's dreams will come true. The
following Christmas, Santa delivers a load of snow to the polar bear in the zoo.
The illustrations are bright and cheerful. I wish, though, that the animals
Santa writes about were included in the illustrations .

••••
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